ECIL 2023 - Gala Dinner

We are pleased to inform Conference Participants that this year's gala dinner will be held on the premises of the Castle in Przegorzaly in the Zwierzyniec district of Krakow, close to the Campus.

Source: U Zyiada. Facebook.

The castle in Przegorzaly is a kind of Symbol of the City of Cracow. It is located on Castle Hill, on the south-western edge of Wolski Forest and panoramically dominates the valley of the Vistula River, where you can see not only the queen of Polish rivers, but also the capital of Malopolska, Krakow, and in good weather, the mountains, the Tatras.

In August 2023, a new life began for this place, where history mixes with the extraordinary, almost magical beauty of nature, the former halls of the Jagiellonian University, the times of the patronage of the Patron of the Arts, a Member of the Council of the Historical Museum of the City of Krakow and the Plenipotentiary of the Kurdistan Regional Government in Poland - Ziyad Raoof, after whom the U Zyiada Restaurant, operating in the castle in Przegorzaly, was named.
Source: U Zyiada. Facebook.  
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